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Dear Checco,
I delayed replying to your letters of July lS'and July 22

until after Dr. Takahashi's visit to Charleston on July 31. Let
me reply to the various items mentioned in both your letters in
the style that you like to use.

Dr. Takahashi's varicella Vaccine: I was very much impressed
with the results of further clinical tests on children in Japan
that Dr. Takahashi described to me during his visit. Healso
reported to me some incomplete tests on a temperature marker that
could be used for identifying his attenuated varicella strain.
It became evident, however, during our discussion that there
were a number of other tests that he has not carried out with his
attenuated strain and with the WI-38 cells that he used for its
propagation that the Bureau of Biologics in the USA and I believe
to be essential before proceeding with clinical trials of his
vaccine in the USA. I prepared an outline of these necessary
studies for him and he promised to carry them out in the near
future.

The National Institutes of Health in Japan have thus far
done very little about his vaccine because they had no one who
was trained to work with varicella virus. ,Recently they sent a
virologist for training in his laboratory. Incidentally, my
friend, Dr. Tagaya, at the National Institutes of Health does
not have any responsibility for the varicella vaccine. I
merely wrote to him because I knew him as one who has been
involved in the control of OPV.
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Dr. Takahashi had not yet received your letter of July 15
before he left Japan, and I showed him the copy that I had
received. He told me that while the Osaka University Foundation
had signed a contract for exclusive production of the va~cine
by RIT in Belgium (subsidiary of Smith, Kline, and French) ,
they have not yet produced any vaccine. Dr. Takahashi himself
has recently produced and tested a small lot of vaccine--enough
for 3000 doses. However, I pointed out to him that he would have
to carry out additional control tests on this lot before it could
be submitted to a national control authority for approval to
carry out clinical tests in another country. He told me he would
carry out these tests and was prepared to send al~qu~ts of this
lot to interested investigators abroad. I have discussed this
matter with Dr. Saul Krugman, who is Chairman of the Scientific
Advisory Committee on Vaccines for the Bureau of Biologics and there
is a high probability that his associate, Dr. Anne Gershon, and
he would be interested in carrying out clinical trials in the USA
if the proposed additional tests prove to be satisfactory.

with regard to your proposed visit to Osaka during the
period of September 15 to October 15, Dr. Takahashi indicated that
he would be in Osaka at the time and would be glad to see you.

In my judgment the present status of further work on
Dr. Takahashi's vaccine involves four phases:

1. His own work on the proposed additional tests on his
attenuated strain .

2. Clinical trials outside of Japan on al~qu~ts of a lot
of vaccine prepared and properly tested by Dr. Takahashi
himself

3. Production by a pharmaceutical company or companies of
successive lots of vaccine in accord with specific
directions and minimal requirements for monitoring
production developed by Dr. Takahashi in association
with WHO and the Bureau of Biologics of the USA

4. If phase three can be successfully completed, clinical
trials would have to be carried out with the successive
lots produced under pharmaceutical plant conditions.

Polioral: The question of production of OPV in human diploid
cells is on the agenda for discussion at the WHO meeting in
Geneva, October 10-12. Special attention will be given to the
lots of vaccine prepared in Iran and satisfactorily tested for
neurovirulence by Archetti in Rome. By this time these lots of
vaccine will have been used in very large numbers of children
in Iran and perhaps elsewhere. Moreover, it is possible that
additional lots may have been produced and tested for neurovirulence.
We expect to have a report from Dr. Mirchamsy of Iran at the
WHO meeting. Moreover, there will be further discussion of the use
of the Mann apparatus.



Many thanks for speaking to Mrs. 'De Martino.
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I have not had a reply to my letter of May 20 to Doctor
Walter Hennessen in which I asked him how much of a problem it
was to establish and maintain a colony of pregnant cynomolgus
monkeys. I expect an answer to this question also at the October
meeting in Geneva.

In your letter of July 22 you indicated that you hoped to
see me in October during my visit to Geneva. This is to let you
know that I will be arriving in Geneva early in the morning of
Sunday, October 9 for the meetings that will take place on
October 10, 11, and 12. Early in the morning of October 13 I
am scheduled to go to Budapest and will not return via Zurich
until October 21. Since I have many other engagements immediately
prior to my departure for Geneva on October 9 and immediately
after my return to Charleston from Budapest, and since you may
wish to talk with me after we have had our WHO meeting in Geneva,
I would like to suggest that the best time for us to meet would be
sometime during the evening of Wednesday, October 12 at the
Hotel Cornavin in Geneva.

Heloisa and I will be on a round-the-world trip from August 9
to September 24 inclusive. We shall be in Zurich during the
period of September 18 to 23 inclusive for the International Congress
of Chemotherapy and will be staying at the Dolder Grand Hotel.
I hope very much that I may hear from you on return to my office
in Charleston September 26 regarding your decision as to whether
or not it would be possible for us to meet October 12 in Geneva--
especially since in your letter to Takahashi you spoke of a
possible visit to Osaka during the period of September 15 to
October 15.
Rabies Vaccine: I have had no reply from Hennessen and therefore
have no information about what they are doing. Is it true that
Merieux is charging $25.00 a dose for the vaccine?

I was delighted to learn that you will be on holiday from
July 29 to August 22 with your family. Best wishes and affectionate
regards to Orietta, the children, and yourself-from Heloisa and me.

Sincerely,

Albert B. Sabin, M. D.

ABS/tak


